
baseline shift
A typesetting control that allows 
a character to be raised or lowered 
relative to the baseline. (Felici) In 
InDesign, the Baseline Shift control is 
located on the type character control 
panel at the top of the screen, just 
to the right of the tracking control. 
(“Aa,” with an arrow underneath the 
lower-cased “a.”)

book weight
A typeface weight specifically 
designed for long texts. Within a 
particular typeface family, its weight 
falls between light and bold. (Felici)

character style
InDesign has two types of text 
styles. Paragraph styles (covered 
later in this series of terms) apply 
formatting for both character and 
paragraph attributes. Character styles 
apply formatting for only character 
attributes, and allow you to set 
specific attributes that override even 
paragraph style character attributes. 
For instance this pink bold italic text 
was set by applying a character style.

drop cap
The oversized first letter of a 
paragraph whose baseline is lower 
than the first baseline of the text it 
introduces.

dumb quotes (", ')
The purpose of dumb quotes (a.k.a. 
prime marks or hatch marks) is to 
indicate inches (") and feet ('). Their 
use to mark quotations is a common 
blight across the typographic 
landscape. (Lupton, p. 164) 

ellipsis (…)
The periods in an ellipsis can be 
separated with word spaces or, as 
we prefer, they can be tracked open 
(letterspaced). Most typefaces include 
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an ellipsis character, whose points 
are more tightly spaced. After a 
sentence, use a period plus an ellipsis 
(four dots): .... (Lupton, p. 164) Use 
your glyph palette or simply use the 
keystrokes option-;.

em
Refers to a typographic dimension 
that is equal to the square of the font 
size; that is, if the type is set in 14-
point size, then an em would measure 
14 points (square). An em is the 
correct measure to indent paragraphs 
in a traditionally typeset text. (Clair/
Busic-Snyder)

em dash (—)
A dash that is equal to the point 
size of the type: commonly used 
to join two phrases together into 
one sentence instead of using a 
conjunction, to insert information 
that could have been included 
in parentheses, or to add a final 
thought or emphasis at the end of 
a sentence, or as a leader before the 
author’s name at the end of a poem, 
article, or story. (Clair/Busic-Snyder) 
Dashes express a break in the flow 
of a sentence. In a word-processed 
document (such as Microsoft Word), 
dashes can be indicated with two 
hyphens (--). Em dashes are required, 
however, in typesetting. No spaces 
are used around dashes. (Lupton) Use 
your glyph palette or simply use the 
keystrokes shift-option-hyphen.

en
A relative measurement equal to half 
of an em. (Felici)

en dash (–)
A dash 1 en wide, usually used to 
indicate ranges of numbers. (Felici) 
Use your glyph palette or simply use 
the keystrokes option-hyphen.

folio
A page number. Also the total page 
count of a book. (Felici)

hard hyphen
A hyphen manually keyed into the 
text. (Felici) This hyphen will not 
disappear when the text box is 
resized, unlike a soft hyphen.

kern/kerning
The process of adjusting the space 
between letters. (Clair/Busic-Snyder)
A feature of a typeset character that 
extends beyond its bounding box. In 
metal type, a kern extended beyond 
the edges of its printing block. This 
allows these features, such as the top 
hook of an f, to slightly overlap the 
characters set next to them, creating 
a more natural spacing between the 
two. (Felici) To kern two characters in 
InDesign: 

1. Place an insertion point between 
the letters. 
2. Use the kerning control (A\V with 
arrows above and below), located in 
the type palette just under the point 
size. This is also located on the type 
control bar just above the tracking 
control. The “optical” option is the 
most manual control, while “metrics” 
refers to a pre-set equation specific to 
the typeface.
 
legibility
The measure of the degree to which 
typeset characters and words can be 
deciphered by the eye. (Felici)

letterspacing
Adding space between the characters 
beyond what is considered normal for 
legibility and readability purposes; 
extending the text or head to a 
specific pica measure. Additional 
space between letters may be added at 
the designer’s discretion. (Clair/Busic-



Snyder) The process of exaggerating 
the spaces between typeset characters 
for dramatic or artistic effect. (Felici) 
Not to be confused with kerning or 
letter spacing (two words), which is 
simply the spacing between letters in 
normal text.

orphan
A fragment of a paragraph only one 
or two lines long that appears on the 
bottom or top of a column and seems 
to be splintering off from the main 
text block. (Felici)

pica
An absolute typographic measure-
ment consisting of 12 points. Six 
American picas equal .9936 inch. A 
PostScript pica (which we use in In-
Design) is slightly larger, so that there 
are exactly six to an inch. (Felici)

point
An absolute typographic  measure-
ment, 12 of which make up a pica. 
(Felici)

smart quotes (“ ”)
(a.k.a. quotation marks)
Unlike prime marks ("), smart quotes 
include an opening and a closing 
character. Single close quotes ( ’ ) also 
serve as apostrophes. Incorrectly used 
prime marks must be routed out and 
destroyed. (Lupton, p. 164)

soft hyphen
A hyphen set manually or by a 
computer program that appears only 
when a word has to be divided at 
the end of a line. If the text reflows 
(that is, the dimensions of the text 
box are altered) and the word ends 
up in midline, the soft hyphen 
disappears. (Felici) Sometimes called 
a discretionary hyphen. Disable soft-
hyphens in InDesign by unchecking 
the “hyphenate” box in the paragraph 
palette. 

tracking
The function in a software application 
that determines the character-to-
character spacing as well as word 

spacing proportionally; the tracking 
may be set to a negative number 
for a tighter fit called minusing or 
squeezing, or may be set to a positive 
number for letter spacing purposes. 
(Clair/Busic-Snyder)

word space
The space between words. When type 
is set FL/RR, the word space may be 
of fixed size, but when the type is 
justified, the word space must usually 
be elastic. (Bringhurst)


